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The way of love
‘All that matters when we’re through is how we loved.’
In this one line of her beautiful song, ‘How we love’,
the singer songwriter Beth Nielsen Chapman takes us
right to the heart of the Christian faith. When we strip
away the creeds, the dogma and the doctrine, when
we learn to see Christianity not as a set of beliefs that
we are required to sign up to but as a revolutionary
way of being that we are asked to follow, when we
listen for the heartbeat of Jesus’ message, then time
and time again, we are taken back to love.
To varying degrees, all of the world’s major religious
traditions emphasise the primacy of love. In Buddhism,
for example, it is known as ‘metta’ or loving kindness.
In Judaism, it is called ‘chesed’ or steadfast love. In
Hinduism, the way of love is known as ‘Bhakti’, one of
the four key paths to union with Brahman. And in
Islam, love is one of the principal forms of ideal ethical
action.
But it is perhaps in the Christian tradition that the
primacy of love is most fully recognised. Andrew
Harvey, the religious scholar and teacher of mysticism,
calls Christianity ‘the Way of Love-in-Action’. ‘God is
love’, the Gospel of St John tells us. ‘Love one another
as I have loved you,’ Jesus commands us

(John 15.12). And in 1 Corinthians 13, we find
perhaps the most beautiful passage about love in
any sacred text. It ends with the words, ‘So now
faith, hope, and love abide, these three; but the
greatest of these is love.’
Love comes in many shapes and forms, however,
as the ancient Greeks recognised. So what kind of
love are we speaking of? I have come to call it
‘soul love’. ‘Love’ said John O’Donohue’ ‘is the
nature of the soul. The kind of love that he was
describing has, I believe, a number of special
characteristics which set it apart from other forms
of love. It is first and foremost a profoundly
unconditional love, generous and unselfish form
of love which, both in early Greek philosophy and
in the Judeao-Christian spiritual tradition, was known
as ‘agape love.’
It is, moreover, a love that is passionate, hospitable,
gracious and flows out of an attitude of reverence
for every human being as a sacred presence in the
world. It is a compassionate, tender and deeply
intimate love. It is the kind of love that enables
us to embrace the freedom to be who we are, or
perhaps more accurarely, who we are becoming.
It is the kind of love that in O’Donohue’s words,
‘can awaken what is divine within you.’
To love this deeply is risky. It is also, however,
profoundly fulfilling and life-enriching. It nurtures
our souls. At its best it brings with it an intense
experience of beng wonderfully and fully alive, a
sustaining awareness of our shared humanity and
inter-connectedness, a recognition that paradoxically,
we are not alone in our aloneness. It is also an
indescribably beautiful experience. This is the kind
of love that Jesus embodied. It is the kind of love
that has the power to transform lives.
Kaitlyn Steele

Progressive voices: Beth Nielsen
Chapman
Beth Neilsen Chapman is an award-winning American
singer songwriter and musician, environmental
activist and lecturer. As well as producing fourteen
albums of her own music and writing songs for many
other artists, she also teaches workshops worldwide
on creativity, songwriting and healing through
creative expression. She believes that creativity is
everyone’s birthright and is passionate about
inspiring others and helping them to release their
own creativity. Indeed, she has been known to speak
of herself as a ‘creativity midwife’.
Born into a Catholic family in the late 1950s, she has
stayed in touch with her Catholic roots throughout
her life. He parents were and still are very devout
Catholics but at the same time, they are, as she
describes it, ‘pretty diverse’. She recounts her
childhood experiences of meeting people from many
different faiths through her parents’ friendships and
through attending church in a multi-pupose spiritual
centre that also functioned as a Protestant church
and a Jewish temple. From such experiences, she
learnt not only that there is beauty and wisdom to
be found in all faiths and traditions, but also that she
can feel spiritually connected in a wide variety of
different contexts.
It is, however, as a Catholic that she approaches life
and it is her faith that enabled her to ride the worst
of the storms she has had to face - the death of her
first husband from cancer when she was in her
mid-thirties, the challenges of single parenthood and
her own battle with breast cancer in her early forties.

In the late 1990s, Beth embarked on a project which
brought her faith and her music together and which
eventually resulted in two albums. The first of these
is a collection of traditional pieces found in Catholic
liturgy entitled ‘Hymns’, most of them sung in Latin.
The second is an exploration of what she sees as the
universal spiritual light that infuses all of the world’s
religions. Inspired by Demond Tutu’s teaching on
the importance of recognising and enbracing our
common humanity, whatever our own spiritual
tradition may be, it is entitled ‘Prism: The human
family songbook’. It takes the form of a collection
of sacred and spiritual folk songs in nine different
languages. The project was initially inspired by her
experience of being asked to sing a Tibetan chant as
part of a friend’s project. While singing the chant,
she realised that it was impacting on her spiritually
in exactly the same way as the Old Latin hymns that
continue to inspire her. ‘Same tools - repetition and
deep vowels and ancient tones put in a certain order
that are tried and true, and really remove you from
the world, put you in an altered state, which is a
good place.’

‘My belief has always been that God is light, and humanity is like a
diamond. Imagine each spiritual perspective as an angle cut into that
diamond. The light shines through and reflects off of all of these angles
in so many directions… I’ve always believed that God shines through
all of humanity. Just as the sun breaks up and flies and reflects in every
direction, when the spirit of light shines through the diamond of
humanity, every voice of praise, in every spiritual language, comes
from and goes back to that same source of light… even as a small child
I always felt that all of the people of the world from every culture or
any other path of faith, could and should define and celebrate, from
each perspective, the beauty and sureness of the love of God.’
Beth Nielsen Chapman

Spaceforsoul news

Spaceforsoul is three years old!
Spaceforsoul was originally founded in late 2014 by a very small steering group of three people and was formally
launched in January 2015. On Sunday 28�� January, we held our third AGM. Looking back, we have a great deal
to celebrate. From small beginnings, we have grown into a much larger community of over 100 people . Many
of these live locally but some come from much further afield and connect with us mainly via the Internet. As
well as our regular Sunday morning Sacred Spaces meetings for those of us who live in and around the Bristol
area, we now run two small spiritual journey groups and a book club. Our educational arm, the Centre for
Spiritual Exploration and Accompaniment, recently launched the first in a programme of short e-courses
entitled ‘Exploring the Spiritual Journey’ and in October last year, we ran the first in a planned series of
Spaceforsoul Quiet Days. We have indeed come a long way!

Co-ordinating Group news
Spaceforsoul is co-ordinated by a small group of people elected annually at our AGM. At this year’s AGM, three
of the existing group members - Kaitlyn Steele, Mandy Young and Nicki Crabtree - were re-elected and will
continue in their current roles. The fourth - Kim Carey - has decided to step down from her role as Membership
Secretary. Kim will be greatly missed as a member of the group, but the good news is that she will continue
to be actively involved in the Spaceforsoul community in a variety of other ways. Three new group members
were also elected - Julian Clover, Catherine Feeny and Nirma Phillips. We are all very much looking forward
to working together over the coming year.

Spaceforsoul Facebook group
One of the decisions we took at this year’s AGM was the decision to set up a closed Facebook group for
Spaceforsoul. We hope this will provide us with a safer and easier way of communicating with each other
online. Membership of the group will be by invitation only and only members will be able to post and read
posts on the group page. You will have to have your own personal Facebook account in order to join the group.
As soon as we have set it up,we will send out further details of how to join the Facebook group and how it will
work.

Spaceforsoul Liturgy Project
Spaceforsoul has recently launched its own Liturgy Project. Our aim is to put together a collection of modern
progressive liturgy which we can then draw on at our Sacred Spaces meetings, Quiet Days and other events.
The purpose of liturgy is to create what the ancient Celts called ‘a thin place’. As Marcus Borg described it,
a thin space is a sacrament or mediator of the Sacred, a means whereby our hearts are opened to the
presence of the Divine. For those of us who are more progressive in our thinking, however, engaging with
traditional liturgy can be very difficult, based as it often is on conservative Christian theological beliefs and
doctrines. In particular, the form of words that we encounter in such liturgies can become a barrier which
makes it hard, if not impossible, for us to enter freely and fully into the experience.
The word ‘liturgy’ itself can also be off-putting, especially as it is rarely explained, discussed or reflected on,
other than in church leadership teams. It comes from the Greek word ‘leitourgia’, the literal meaning of
which is ‘work of the people’. In religious contexts, it is generally used to refer to official, prescribed forms
of public worship used in church services. Engaging in acts of liturgy such as an act of repentence, a baptism
or a communion rite is then about making a communal response to the Sacred. It is always public, always
active and always involves a degree of ritual. Liturgy may require us to listen to words or music, to sit in
silence, to recite a set form of words, to sing or chant, to make gestures, to join in ritual movements or acts.
At its best, it uses the language of poetry and story to speak to the heart and soul rather than the mind. It It
is empowering, liberating and inspiring. It wakes us up, draws our attention, engages our emotions and
invites us to notice the presence of the Divine within and around us. It helps us to cross the threshold between
the mundane and the sacred, the secular and the spiritual. It creates a sense of entering into what the ancient
Celts would have called ‘the Otherworld’.
As progressive Christianity continues to evolve and find its voice, attempts are being made both to
reformulate existing traditional liturgies and to create new ones. There is an ongoing search for new forms
of liturgy that are more gender inclusive and less patriarchal in their language; that reflect more progressive
theological understandings; that honour and draw on our ancient spiritual traditions but are not straightjacketed by them; and that are more about helping us to move towards a new way of being and living rather
than reinforcing a particular set of beliefs or teachings.
Good liturgy is not set in stone. It evolves and changes as our faith evolves and changes. We need to find the
courage to let go of forms of liturgy that no longer speak to us, that are no longer personally meaningful
while at the same time holding on to those aspects of our ancient liturgies that still have the power to move
us and transport us into sacred space. And we need the wisdom to know the difference.
If you come across any contemporary liturgy that you can relate to and have found helpful, please send us
a copy and tell us where you found it. Alternatively you may feel inspired to have a go at creating some
liturgy yourself. If so, please send it to us at spaceforsoulbristol@gmail.com

Great mystery prayer
May the Great Mystery that we call God
keep alive in each one of us
the search for a Faith that is real;
a Faith that helps us to live happier lives
a Faith that gives us a fuller
meaning to life and the events of life;
Bring us to know the goodness that flows
from the heart of the universe,
and may we be expanded in heart and soul
by that goodness. This is our prayer.
Francis Macnab

Progressive movements:
The Quakers
www.quaker.org.uk
The Quaker movement (otherwise known as the
Religious Society of Friends) began in England in the
1650s. Its original founder was a young itinerant
preacher and missionary called George Fox whose
personal religious experiences (which he called
‘openings’) led him to question and challenge many
aspects of traditional Christian doctrine, practice and
ministry.
Fox came to regard personal experience as the true
source of spiritual authority and considered our direct
awareness of God - our ‘inward light’ as he called it - to
be far more important than scripture, creeds and
doctrines. He believed that ‘there is that of God in every
man’ and consequently argued strongly for the spiritual
equality of men and women on the grounds that
women have souls too - an uncommon belief in the 17��
century!
The Quaker faith is still practised today in a variety of
forms around the world. Some Quaker groups are more
liberal in their theology, whilst others are more
orthodox and evangelical. Some are more inclusive than
others and more open to the wisdom to be found in
other faiths and traditions. Some only practice
unstructured silent worship in their meetings, whilst
others also engage in more traditional forms of
worship. Some have chosen to adopt a non-hierarchical
structure in which everyone has shared responsibility
for leadership, whilst others are led by a pastor. Some
are engaged in evangelical work as well as acts of
service, whilst others are primarily concerned with
social action and the fight for justice .

George Fox
The Quakers do not have a specific creed to which
they have to give assent. Most see the absence of
a creed as an invitation and encouragement to
exercise their own personal responsibility in seeking
to develop the way in which their faith is
understood and articulated. What they do have is
a set of core values which they call ‘testimonies’ the core values of equality and justice, peace, truth,
simplicity and sustainability. The process of living
out their faith and values is known as the Quaker
Witness. It has led them amongst other things to
fight for the abolition of slavery, to campaign for
prison reform, to work with prisoners of conscience
and asylum seekers, to refuse military service, to
work creatively for peace in war-torn parts of the
world and more recently, to campaign for marriage
equality for same sex couples.
In August 2017, they launched their ‘Sanctuary
Everywhere’ programme in solidarity with refugees
and migrants. This seeks to offer offer funding,
guidance and political advocacy support to local
Quaker meetings which pledge to create a culture
of welcome in their own communities. To learn
more, see the informative Quakers in Britain
website which includes a resources section and a
podcast.
‘A Friend's meeting, however silent, is at the very lowest
a witness that worship is something other and deeper
than words, and that it is to the unseen and eternal
things that we desire to give the first place in our lives.
And when the meeting… is awake and looking upwards,
there is much more in it than this. In the united stillness
of a truly 'gathered' meeting, there is a power known
only by experience, and mysterious even when most
familiar.’
Caroline Stephen (1908).

Resources for the
journey…

‘Grace is not part of consciousness, it is the amount of
light in our souls… Even you, without knowing it,
could be touched by grace.’
Pope Francis

The latest book from the American therapist (and former monk),
Thomas Moore, author of ‘Care of the Soul’. Moore offers what
he calls ‘A guide to creating a personal spirituality in a secular
world’, whether we are outside or inside the walls of formal,
organised religion.
Follow the link below to hear Oprah Winfrey’s interview of
Moore on the podcast, ‘Oprah’s Supersoul Conversations’.
https://player.fm/series/oprahs-supersoul-conversations1708688/thomas-moore-a-religion-of-ones-own

Westar Institute www.westarinstitute.org
The Westar Institute is the home of what is known as the Jesus
Seminar. It is is an organisation that is dedicated to ‘fostering and
communicating the results of cutting-edge scholarship on the
history and evolution of the Christian tradition’. The Institute is ‘not
affiliated with any religious institution or denomination and does
not advocate a particular theological point of view’. (Extracts from
their website). AmongsT the well-known contributors to the work
of the Institute are Marcus Borg, John Dominin Crossan and John
Shelby Spong. Many of its resources can be read online or
downloaded freely.

Bristol Multi Faith Forum
www.bristolmultifaithforum.org.uk
The BMMF seeks to provide ‘a voice and vehicle for multi-faith
dialogue’ in Bristol. All of the major faiths are represented in
the forum which publishes regular e-bulletins with information
on events, resources and funding. It also organises faith walks
and the annual Diverse Doors Open Day which this year takes
place on Sunday 25�� February 2018. The day is designed to
celebrate Bristol's religious diversity and to give people from
different local communities and faith traditions the chance to
experience and learn about each other’s cultures and beliefs.
For further information about the Open Day, download the
Information Leaflet from their website.

